English Test

1) ……….. 1945 the US has attempted to overthrow more than 50 foreign governments
from
b) since
c) by
d) for
2) Property taxes …………… about 40 percent of the overall tax revenue the state collects
a) make
b) are at least
c) account for
d) are raised by
3) I wanted to ______ the race, but my friends encouraged me to ______ running.
a) lose … stop
b) quit … continue
c) win … begin
d) watch … start
4) Sarah ______ the salesman’s offer because the price was ______.
a) accepted … high
b) rejected … unfair c) took … expensive d) considered … terrible
5) If I had won the lottery, I ………. (to travel) around the world
a)I had travelled
b)I will have travelled
c)I would have travelled

d)I will travel

6) A new house ………. (to build)
a) is building b) will build c) is being built d) would build
7) I don't think he __________ in time for dinner.
a) is arriving
b) will arrive
c) has arrived

d) arrives

8) Paris has some great museums _____ you can see the impressionist painters
a) which
b) that
c) where
d) whom
9) previous (adjective)
a) following something as a result or an effect
c) definite

b) connected with what is being discussed
d ) coming before in time or order

10) achieve (verb)
a) to administer
c) to calculate something

b) to produce an effect on something
d) to gain or reach, usually by effort, skill, courage

11) I can’t find my keys ………….
a) everywhere
b) anything

c) every where

d) anywhere

12) I must get ……………….

a) fixed with my computer
c) my computer fixed

b) my computer fix
d) my computer be fixed

13) I’ll call you, if you …… (to want)
a) want
b) wanted

c)will want

d)would want

14) The software developers …………….. investigated the latest problem.

a) are just

b) still

c) have yet

15) All the orders got ……………. on time.
a) delivering
b) to deliver

d) have already

c) to be deliver

d) delivered

